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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the
PREFACE. THE title of this book speaks for itself; I have only to add here that it di ers from most works of the kind in being the production of an
artist endeavouring to explain the technicalities of a beautiful and little understood art; for this reason it is hoped that it will not be judged from a
purely literary standpoint. No attempt has been made to give a complete history of sculpture, or a perfect list of artists and their works; the treatise
is concerned only with the principles which underlie all art and are the foundations of criticism. As I have mentioned in the text, famous authors
have written profound and erudite treatises on the same subject, all of which seem to lack that intimate touch which artists only can supply. An
example of this is to be found in Lessing s Laocoon - a book quite useless to a man seeking to work out his own inspiration, for its sonorous periods
and acute syllogisms would have no other e ect than to confuse his mind as to the real aims of living art. There is much useful matter in the
Lectures of the Academicians, but unfortunately it is so obscured by old-fashioned verbiage and rhetoric that the reader who would find it, has to
dig very deeply indeed. Biographies of artists are always useful and of intense interest to those struggling along the path which their victorious feet
have trod. The present upheaval in art known as the Post- Impressionist movement, to whose blandishments a few of our foremost critics have
unfortunately succumbed, seems to call for some remark, because, as in all revolutions, these eccentric artists, in the excitement...
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